
Expect the unexpected.
BARRIÈRE LA BAULE THALASSOTHERAPY CENTRE & SPA 

THALASSOTHERAPY ODYSSEYS & STOPOVERS 2021





Imagine a traditional thalassotherapy centre. Now forget 

everything you just imagined. The Barrière La Baule 

Thalassotherapy Centre & Spa has been completely 

remodelled and now offers a new experience, 

harnessing innovation for greater pleasure. This fully 

redesigned Thalassotherapy Centre & Spa is a reminder 

that innovation is only useful if it serves a purpose and 

improves your well-being. We have updated traditional 

methods to stimulate your senses and promise you 

a unique experience at the heart of a leisure resort. 

The Barrière La Baule Thalassotherapy Centre & Spa 

offers a surprising combination of relaxation and 

energy in an atmosphere that adapts to you. Discover a 

thalassotherapy centre unlike any other. 

EXPECT  
THE UNEXPECTED.



BE THALASSO 

Regain physical fitness and vitality thanks 
to the trace elements and minerals found  
in seawater.

The sea, a source of well-being 

BE HEALTHY 

Improve your health and wellness with our team 
of experts (doctor, physiotherapists,  
osteopath, dietician and sophrologist).

The sea, a source of life 

BE BEAUTIFUL 

Take care of yourself and reveal the natural 
beauty of your skin and body. 

The sea, a source of beauty 

BE FIT 

Set yourself sporting challenges and/or 
begin a sustainable weight-loss programme.

The sea, a source of energy 

BE ZEN

Relax and let go through sensory massage  
or learn to manage stress with our sophrologist.

The sea, a source of escape
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6INNOVATION  
FOR GREATER 
PLEASURE

MEDICAL SPA BY LA CLINIQUE DES CHAMPS-ELYSÉES

Renowned Parisian aesthetic medicine centre La Clinique des 

Champs-Elysées is providing services from a thalassotherapy 

centre for the first time. Advanced non-invasive aesthetic 

techniques performed by a doctor complement our wellness 

offering. Enhance your skin tone with the Hydrafacial or reshape 

your figure with Coolsculpting, Accent Prime or EMSculpt.

See “My Metamorphosis Odyssey” on p.18 or ask for the list of Medical Spa treatments.

VITAL’MER, THE REIMAGINED SEAWEED BODY WRAP

Created exclusively for the Barrière Thalassotherapy 

Centre & Spa, Vital’Mer takes you on a unique relaxing 

journey untouched by time. Forget a traditional warming 

blanket wrap! The Japanese Vital Dome sauna’s infrared rays 

maximize the benefits of applying seaweed enriched with a 

concentrated salt solution from Guérande.

BEAUTY CORNER…  

TEMPLE OF BEAUTY

The 100 sq. m Beauty Corner 

is dedicated to elegance and 

beauty. It has a boutique run 

by a Beauty Ambassador and 4 

treatment areas: a hairdresser, 

a barber, a nail salon and a 

make-up counter.
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NEW SENSORY EXPERIENCES

Opt for a sophrology session in front of a jellyfish 

aquarium and go on a timeless, hypnotic journey which 

will transport your body and mind to a state of absolute 

relaxation. 

Our sensory stimulation cocoon awakens the senses 

and boosts your energy levels. Relaxing, soothing or 

exhilarating...you choose your preferred sensory journey!

Let your mind explore your imagination and creativity 

in our sensory isolation bubble. Your body unfurls and 

relaxes as you float in a solution of magnesium salt-

saturated water with 80% less gravity.

NEXT-GENERATION SPORT

It’s time for innovation at the Sport’Connect gym. 

Move to the rhythm of the music and lights with 

our interactive circuits by Prama. Go on THE TRIP by 

Les Mills and journey through virtual worlds inspired 

by cycle racing. Tone your body in Mihabodytec 

sessions and strengthen your muscles with our 

electrostimulation technique. Try out our Springfree 

smart trampolines. The Club Sport also offers a variety 

of aquatic activities. Why not have a go at AquaPole 

Dance?
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MY BESPOKE 
ODYSSEY

 OBJEC TIVE 

Your very own bespoke well-being plan!

A customised programme created just for you  

with our experts based on your wishes.

ODYSSEYS, 4 DAYS+

THE ADDED ADVANTAGE 
Before your stay, our advisors will help you 
identify your expectations and hopes so 
that you can make appointments with our 
experts and put together a programme that 
suits you.

PROGRAMME CONTENT

 Every day:
   2 hours of treatments selected from our list 

based on the 5 keys to lasting well-being

Be Thalasso: 

Regain physical fitness and vitality thanks to the  

trace elements and minerals found in seawater 

Be Beautiful:

Take care of yourself and reveal the natural beauty 

of your skin and body

Be Zen: 

Relax and let go through sensory massage or learn  

to manage stress with our relaxation specialist

Be Healthy:

Improve your health and wellness with our team of 

experts (doctor, physiotherapists, osteopath, dietician 

and sophrologist) 

Be Fit:

Set yourself sporting challenges and/or begin a  

sustainable weight-loss programme

FROM
€1 420 with accommodation*
4 nights at Le Royal, half-board

FROM
€880 without accommodation
4 days
*See terms on page 45
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Be 
thalasso

UNWIND, DIFFERENTLY. 
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MY THALASSOTHERAPY 
ODYSSEY
 OBJEC TIVE 

 Forme et vitalité grâce aux bienfaits de l’eau de mer. 

 PROGRAMME CONTENT

 Every day:
 2 basic thalassotherapy treatments

 1 thalassotherapy massage (25 mins)

   1 group coaching session in the water or at the Sport’Connect 

A WORD FROM THE EXPERT 
The sea is the beating heart of our expertise. It’s a source of 
life and a true energy-booster with its high concentration 
of trace elements and minerals – up to 10,000 times more 
than the amount found in plants on land.

ODYSSEYS, 4 DAYS+

FROM
€1 100 with accommodation*
4 nights at Le Royal, half-board

FROM
€560 without accommodation
*See terms on page 45
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Be 
beautiful

REVEAL YOUR BEAUTY, DIFFERENTLY.
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MY BEAUTY
ODYSSEY

 OBJEC TIVE 

Expert treatments to reveal the natural beauty  

of your skin and slow down the effects of time.

ODYSSEYS, 4 DAYS+

 PROGRAMME CONTENT

 Every day:
  2 basic thalassotherapy treatments

   1 group coaching session in the water or  

at the Sport’Connect gym

   Choice of specific treatments:  

Face  or Body  

FROM
€1 300 with accommodation*
4 nights at Le Royal, half-board

FROM
€760 without accommodation
4 days
*See terms on page 45
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FACE

During your stay:
   1 Instant de Peau skin diagnosis session by Biologique 

Recherche with our beauty expert

 1 Bespoke facial by Biologique Recherche (55 mins)

  1 Arctic facial by Cryoskin® (25 mins)

 1 Bespoke Alliance facial by LPG (20 mins)

  1 express treatment and varnish application by Manucurist 

(25 mins)

 1 hair treatment by Biologique Recherche (55 mins)

B
E

 B
E

A
U

T
IF

U
L

BODY

During your stay:
   1 Be O’Check nutritional assessment with our dietician

  2 booster slimming treatments by Biologique Recherche 

(55 mins)

   2 Bespoke Alliance body treatments by LPG (20mn)

 1 Huber 360° Evolution coaching session (20 mins)
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 OBJEC TIVE 

This programme, the only one of its 

kind in France, combines the expertise 

involved in Medical Spa by La Clinique 

des Champs-Elysées treatments with that of the 

Thalassotherapy Centre to reveal your beauty.

MY METAMORPHOSIS 
ODYSSEY

SIGNATURE ODYSSEY, 10 DAYS

 PROGRAMME CONTENT

Before your stay 
   1 morphological medicine and anti-ageing remote  

consultation to identify your needs and put together 

your programme

During your stay 
   1 morphological medicine and anti-ageing consultation

   1 complete Be O’Check nutritional assessment

   1 Gniom Check DNA sequencing analysis to identify  

gut flora

   1 Instant de Peau skin diagnosis session by Biologique 

Recherche with our beauty expert

  1 Huber 360° sports assessment

  43 treatments and activities (see details opposite)
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FROM
€9 925 with accommodation
10 nights at Le Royal, half-board

FROM
€7 300 without accommodation
10 DAYS
*See terms on page 45

20 BESPOKE AESTHETIC MEDICINE 
TREATMENTS BY LA CLINIQUE DES 
CHAMPS-ELYSÉES

   1 EMSculpt electromagnetic targeted 

muscle-toning programme, 5 sessions/1 area: 

abdominal muscles or buttocks

   1 Accent Prime Ultrasound and Radio 

Frequency sculpting programme with 1 Mimi 

Luzon Gold Mask, 4 sessions/2 areas: body 

and face

   1 purifying, exfoliating and moisturising 

Hydrafacial programme. 2 sessions/2 areas: 

body, face and scalp

   1 oxygenating Oxygeneo session, 1 area: face 

    1 Ultraformer III Focused Ultrasound lifting 

session, 1 area: face

   1 Dermolux Photobiomodulation therapy 

programme. 7 sessions/1 area: face

5 FACE AND BODY TREATMENTS BY 
BIOLOGIQUE RECHERCHE

   1 Bespoke Expert Co-Facteurs facial

   1 Seconde Peau facial

  1 Lift Corps smoothing treatment (55 mins)

  1 Booster Minceur slimming treatment  

(55 mins)

  1 P50 Peau Neuve exfoliating and 

regenerating treatment (25 mins)

14 THALASSOTHERAPY & FITNESS 
TREATMENTS

    9 thalassotherapy draining treatments 

prescribed by our doctor

   5 individual coaching sessions in the water,  

at the Sport’Connect gym, or outdoors

4 ACTIVITIES & WORKSHOPS

   1 “Stop Addict” hypnosis session with our 

hypnotherapist and dietician

    1 private Health’Sea Food session with our 

chef and dietician

   1 private SkinCare Make-Up session by Jane 

Iredale*

   1 private makeover and personal shopping 

session with our image consultant

B
E

 B
E

A
U

T
IF

U
L





Be
zen

GET AWAY FROM IT ALL, INTENSELY. 
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 ODYSSEYS, 4 DAYS+

MY SPA  
ODYSSEY

 OBJEC TIVE 

Ultimate relaxation on a sensory journey  

for Him or Her!

 PROGRAMME CONTENT

During your stay:
   1 Instant de Peau skin diagnosis session  

by Biologique Recherche with our beauty 

expert

   1 new-generation thalassotherapy treatment

  Choice of specific treatments for  

Her  or Him 

Every day:
  2 basic thalassotherapy treatments 

  1 spa massage (55 mins)
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FOR HER

During your stay:
�  1 Bespoke Jardin Marin facial by Algologie  

(55 mins)

�  1 Guérande salt crystal exfoliation treatment 

by Algologie (20 mins)

FOR HIM

During your stay:
�  1 For Men facial treatment by Louie 21 (55 mins)

�  1 Complete Barber treatment by Louie 21

FROM
€1 300 with accommodation*
4 nights at Le Royal, half-board

FROM
€760 without accommodation
4 days
*See terms on page 45

THE ADDED ADVANTAGE  

The Complete Barber treatment can  

be replaced by 1 Guérande salt crystal 

exfoliation treatment (20 mins).

B
E

 Z
E

N
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 OBJEC TIVE 

Well-being, relaxation and advice for parents and baby, 

to give you tender moments of bonding.

MY ODYSSEY 
WITH BABY

ODYSSEYS, 4 DAYS+

 PROGRAMME CONTENT

During your stay:
    1 pre- or post-natal consultation with our doctor

   1 Be O’Check nutritional assessment with our dietician

  1 haptonomy introductory session

   1 “Learn to cook for baby” workshop

   1 Instant de Peau skin diagnosis session by Biologique 

Recherche with our beauty expert

   Choice of specific treatments: Mum-To-Be   

or Baby & Me  

Every day:
   2 basic thalassotherapy treatments

   1 group coaching session in the water or at the  

Sport’Connect gym

 THE ADDED ADVANTAGE  
The Babiwi Club for children is available during your 

treatments or while you enjoy lunch at one of our  

Barrière dining destinations.
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FROM
€1 300 with accommodation*
4 nights at Le Royal, half-board

FROM 
€760 without accommodation
4 days
*See terms on page 45

MUM-TO-BE  
FROM 4 TO 8 MONTHS OF PREGNANCY

During your stay:
  1 Bespoke Jardin Marin facial by Algologie (55 mins)

  1 pre-natal osteopathy session (55 mins)

  1 relaxing Mum-To-Be massage (55 mins)  

   1 floating bubble session 

BABY & ME
FOR MUM OR DAD

During your stay:
  1 Flash Éclat facial by Algologie or For Men facial  

by Louie 21 (25 mins)

  2 relaxing massages (25 mins)

FOR BABIES, FROM 4 MONTHS

During your stay:
   1 underwater baby massage

   1 baby massage introductory session 

   1 baby-swimmer session

B
E

 Z
E

N





Be 
healthy

MONITORING YOUR HEALTH, ACTIVELY.
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 OBJEC TIVE 

A complete, customisable and bespoke programme 

based on our doctor’s* prescription according to 

your needs in our various areas of expertise: postural 

problems, back problems, aching joints, weight problems, 

stress, sleep, tobacco addiction, etc.

MY HEALTH ODYSSEY, 
À LA CARTE

ODYSSEYS, 4 DAYS+

 PROGRAMME CONTENT

Before your stay:
     1 remote consultation with our doctor to identify 

your needs and put together your programme

     1 remote consultation with a suitable expert for 

your programme (dietician, physiotherapist, sports 

coach, etc.)

During your stay:
     1 consultation with our doctor

     1 Be O’Check nutritional assessment with our 

dietician

     1 comprehensive treatment programme based on 

our doctor’s prescription*

After your stay (for 3 months):
    1 monthly remote consultation with our doctor to 

monitor your progress

     1 monthly remote consultation with a 

suitable expert for your programme (dietician, 

physiotherapist, sports coach, etc.)*U
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*See terms on page 45

FROM
€1 580 with accommodation*
4 nights at Le Royal, half-board

FROM
€1 040 without accommodation
4 days
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 OBJEC TIVE 

Supervised by a team of specialists, this programme 

aims to prevent and combat pain with warm seawater, 

massage, seaweed body wraps and therapeutic 

education

MY OSTEO-
PHYSIOTHERAPY 
ODYSSEY

ODYSSEYS, 4 DAYS+

 PROGRAMME CONTENT

Every day:
     2 basic thalassotherapy treatments

    1 personalised osteo-physiotherapy massage  

(25 mins)

    1 osteo-physiotherapy pool exercise session  

in a small group (25 mins)

B
E

 H
E

A
LT

H
Y

*See terms on page 45

FROM
€1 180 with accommodation*
4 nights at Le Royal, half-board

FROM
€640 without accommodation
4 days

THE ADDED  
ADVANTAGE  

Boost the benefits of your 

programme with Huber 360°! 





Be 
fit

EXERCISE, IN A SURPRISING WAY. 
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MY FITNESS 
ODYSSEY

 OBJEC TIVE 

Build muscle tone and strength or  

improve performance: for amateur  

or expert sportspeople.

ODYSSEYS, 4 DAYS+

 PROGRAMME CONTENT

  1 consultation with our doctor

   1 Be O’Check nutritional assessment  

with our dietician

  1 Huber 360° functional assessment 

   Choice of specific treatments: Medium   

or Intense 

Every day:
  2 basic thalassotherapy treatments

  1 thalassotherapy massage (25 mins)  

or 1 whole-body cryotherapy session
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MEDIUM

During your stay:
   1 group coaching session in the water

   1 personalised Huber 360° sports coaching session

   1 sea walk

  1 personalised therapeutic massage (55 mins)

INTENSE

During your stay:
   1 Prama session at the Sport’Connect gym

   2 personalised miha bodytec coaching sessions

   1 outdoor coaching session

  1 sports and therapeutic recovery massage (55 mins)

FROM
€1 300 with accommodation*
4 nights at Le Royal, half-board

FROM
€760 without accommodation
4 days
*See terms on page 45

B
E

 F
IT





Stopovers
1 DAY +
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FROM
€250 with accommodation*
1 night au Royal, petit-déjeuner

FROM
€130 without accommodation
*See terms on page 45

MY THALASSO  
STOPOVER

 OBJEC TIVE 

 Discover the basics of thalassotherapy.

 INTENSIFY YOUR EXPERIENCE

Replace group coaching with a third basic  

thalassotherapy treatment 

Supplement: €25 

 PROGRAMME CONTENT

Every day:
  2 basic thalassotherapy treatments

   1 group coaching session in the water or at 

the Sport’Connect gym

    Access to the Marine Area: swimming pool, 

spa installations, fitness room (during the 

half-day of treatments)

FROM
€280 with accommodation*
1 night au Royal, petit-déjeuner

FROM
€160 without accommodation
*See terms on page 45

MY BEAUTY  
STOPOVER

 OBJEC TIVE 

Body and face enhancement.

 INTENSIFY YOUR EXPERIENCE

Extend your facial treatment by 30 mins

Supplement: €35

 PROGRAMME CONTENT

Every day:
  2 basic thalassotherapy treatments

  1 Flash Éclat facial by Algologie or Louie 21  

(25 mins)

   Access to the Marine Area: swimming pool, 

spa installations, fitness room (during the 

half-day of treatments
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*See terms on page 45

FROM
€280 with accommodation*
1 night au Royal, petit-déjeuner

FROM
€160 without accommodation

MY SPA 
STOPOVER

 OBJEC TIVE 

Enjoy a combination of the Thalassotherapy 

Centre and Spa as you take a moment for relax-

ation and well-being.

 INTENSIFY YOUR EXPERIENCE

Extend your massage by 30 mins

Supplement: €60

 PROGRAMME CONTENT

 Every day:
  2 basic thalassotherapy treatments

 1 spa massage (25 mins)

   Access to the Marine Area: swimming pool, 

spa installations, fitness room (during the 

half-day of treatments)

FROM
€250 with accommodation*
1 night au Royal, petit-déjeuner

FROM
€130 without accommodation
*See terms on page 45

MY FITNESS  
STOPOVER

 OBJEC TIVE 

Build muscle tone and strength or improve  

performance: for amateur or expert sportspeople.

 INTENSIFY YOUR EXPERIENCE

Replace a group coaching session with  

an individual coaching session

Supplement: €60

 PROGRAMME CONTENT

 Every day:
  1 basic thalassotherapy treatment

   2 group coaching sessions in the water or at 

the Sport’Connect gym

   Access to the Marine Area: swimming pool, 

spa installations, fitness room (during the 

half-day of treatments)



Located 3 hours from Paris, and home to pine trees, 

sunshades and the turquoise sea, La Baule is western 

France’s most famous bay. This “queen of seaside 

resorts” is also on the list of the world’s 30 most 

beautiful bays. Enjoy the mild temperatures and 

discover natural treasures by the open sea, such as 

the fabulous bird reserve at Brière Regional Nature Park 

and Guérande’s salt marshes. The Resort has 3 five-star 

hotels, 7 restaurants, 3 bars, a casino, 24 tennis courts, 3 

golf courses spread over 540 acres, a “Studio by Petit 

VIP” children’s club, and so much more. There is plenty 

to do in comfortable surroundings with incredible views 

of La Baule’s unique beach.

BARRIÈRE LA BAULE RESORT, 
THE NATURAL LEISURE 

DESTINATION.







The décor at Hôtel Barrière Le Royal is inspired by the 

shades of the Atlantic Ocean. Take a breath of fresh 

air as you gaze out to sea. The hotel’s 87 bedrooms 

and suites offer authentic luxury and promise a 

refreshing stay. The character of the salt marshes, all 

the benefits of the sea… A vast terrace overlooking 

the ocean, idyllic gardens where time stands still… You 

have arrived at your destination - the “Côte d’Amour”. 

Everything has been imagined by interior designer 

Chantal Peyrat, who drew her inspiration for this light 

and airy hotel from Guérande’s gleaming salt crystals. 

In serene beige tones, the bedrooms invite you to 

relax and reconnect with others and your inner self.

The advantages: The hotel is directly connected to 

the Thalassotherapy Centre & Spa

HÔTEL BARRIÈRE
LE ROYAL



HEALTH’SEA BAR 

At the Thalassotherapy Centre & Spa, treat 

yourself to a healthy gourmet break in a 

unique setting rich in flavours and colours. 

The Health’Sea Bar replaces the traditional 

thalassotherapy centre tea room. Throughout 

the day you can enjoy salads, soups, muesli 

and fruit cocktails at your leisure. The bar 

provides a warm welcome and balanced 

dishes. You can also learn how to make some 

delicious healthy recipes. Prepare a poke bowl 

or detox juice and let the fun continue when 

you get home.

The Barrière 
dining destinations



LE FOUQUET’S BRASSERIE 

A chic and timeless restaurant serving wonderful local 

produce and French heritage products with a menu 

created in collaboration with Chef Gagnaire. As well as the 

gastronomic classics offered by Le Fouquet’s Brasserie, 

such as beef tartare and sole meunière, a diet menu and 

gluten-free dishes are available. Our chef, his teams and 

our dietician have designed these recipes to reduce your 

calorie intake while still providing maximum culinary 

pleasure. 

LE PONTON RESTAURANT 

Le Ponton Restaurant has a healthy and energising new menu. 

Although inspired by world cuisines, it puts local produce pride 

of place. Main meals, snacks, finger food and cocktails to share, 

for special moments with friends on the large terrace on the 

sand. The understated natural decor made from raw materials 

such as the inside of a sailing boat will set your imagination alight. 

Relaxation and simplicity are at the heart of this friendly and 

contemporary atmosphere. Entertainment and contemporary 

lounge music continue throughout the day (breakfast, lunch, 

snacks, post-beach, dinner, lounge), with live concerts or a DJ in 

the evening.
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GLOSSARY OF 
TREATMENT TERMS

BASIC THALASSOTHERAPY TREATMENTS
VITAL’MER WRAP 20 mins
This wrap has been made exclusively for the Barrière Thalassotherapy 

Centre & Spa and is enjoyed in a Japanese Vital Dome sauna. 

The seaweed treatment is enriched with the salt waters of the 

Guérande marshes, which have a high concentration of mineral 

salts, magnesium and trace elements, and help the body to function 

properly. Scallop powder enhances calcium levels, while the marine 

clay’s antioxidants protect the skin from premature ageing. 

REMINERALISING BATH 20 mins
Fully unwind in this warm seawater bath with numerous jets 

programmed to target the different areas of the body that promote 

blood circulation and relax the muscles.

RELAXING OR SLIMMING JET SHOWER,  
OR TO BE ENJOYED LYING DOWN 12 mins
An adjustable jet of warm seawater is directed by a hydrotherapist 

over your entire body, targeting specific areas to relax your muscles 

and stimulate the circulation.

HYDROWAVE 20 mins
Total weightless relaxation on a water bed with a combination of 

elliptical movements, heat and the force of water massaging your 

entire body from the neck to the ankles.

THALASSOTHERAPY MASSAGES
SEAWATER SHOWER MASSAGE 25 mins
This massage under a fine shower of warm seawater is enhanced by 

its soothing and softening effects. The treatment offers relaxation, 

remineralisation and a deep sense of well-being.

UNDERWATER MASSAGE 25 mins
Immersed in a warm seawater bath, your circulation is stimulated 

by a relaxing, draining and pain-relieving hydromassage guided by 

a hydrotherapist.

BASIC 

THALASSOTHERAPY TREATMENTS

RELAXING MASSAGE 25 mins
Inspired by the Californian technique, this massage is a true source 

of well-being that relaxes and balances out the whole body.

SLIMMING MASSAGE 25 mins
Using kneading/rolling and petrissage techniques, the slimming 

massage reduces cellulite and eliminates toxins.

BOA’MAX MASSAGE 25 mins
Based on the recognised principles of manual lymphatic drainage, 

the Boa’Max massage is a highly effective compression therapy 

treatment.

SCALP MASSAGE 25 mins
Focused on the head and neck, this massage releases tension and 

relieves stress, helping you to truly let go. 

WATERMASS 25 mins
A relaxing or anti-cellulite kneading/rolling hydromassage in 

seawater guided by a hydrotherapist.

NEW-GENERATION TREATMENTS
SENSORY STIMULATION 20 mins
As you float in the warm water, your body and mind are harmoniously 

transported to another place. Let a stream of subtle energies 

channel your thoughts and encourage your body to rebalance as 

you go on a voyage of the senses.

FLOTATION BUBBLE, SILENCE BUBBLE, SALT BUBBLE, 
OPEN SEA BUBBLE 20 mins
Floating in a solution of magnesium salt-saturated water with 80% 

less gravity, allow your mind to let go and enter a meditative state. 

This state is ideal for recharging your batteries and for learning to 

explore your imagination and creativity. Muscle and joint pain are 

relieved by this feeling of weightlessness.
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TERMS AND CONDITIONS 
FOR YOUR STAY

WITHOUT ACCOMMODATION
TERMS OF SALE FOR ODYSSEYS AND STOPOVERS:
Odyssey: A security deposit of 30% of the total reservation fee will be collected on 

the day you book. Cancellation or changes possible until 4 pm, 7 days before your 

arrival date. After this, the security deposit will not be refunded.

Stopover: A security deposit of 30% of the total reservation fee will be collected 

on the day you book. Cancellation or changes possible until 24 hours before your 

arrival date. After this, the security deposit will not be refunded.

WITH ACCOMMODATION
ODYSSEYS INCLUDE:
4 nights+ at Hôtel Barrière Le Royal La Baule 

+  Half-board (at Le Fouquet’s, wellness or traditional cuisine, excluding drinks; or at 

the resort’s Barrière dining destinations)

+  The Odyssey treatment programme of your choice

+ 1 green fee per day(1) 

+ The benefits of the “Pass Évasion”(2)  

Intensify your experience   

Full board: supplement of €55 per night per person, valid for the Odysseys

STOPOVERS INCLUDE:
1 night+ at Hôtel Barrière Le Royal La Baule 

+ Breakfast 

+  The Stopover treatment programme of your choice

+ The benefits of the “Pass Évasion”(2)   

TERMS OF SALE FOR ODYSSEYS AND STOPOVERS:
A security deposit of 30% of the total reservation fee will be collected on the day 

you book. Cancellation or changes possible until 4 pm, 14 days before your arrival 

date. After this, the security deposit will not be refunded. The prices mentioned 

are provided for information only for 1 person in a Superior double room. They 

are subject to change over time and to availability within the limit of the rooms 

available for this offer. Other room categories are available for this offer. To book a 

single room, please contact us.

(1) 1 green fee per day offered at Le Golf International Barrière La Baule. (2) Free 

access to swimming pools, sauna, hammam, available bicycles, 1 hour of tennis per 

day and a varied programme of activities.
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USEFUL 
INFORMATION

WHAT TO PACK
Bathrobes, towels and sandals are provided. The changing rooms 

have hairdryers and scales. A safe is available in the changing rooms 

and at the hotel for storing your valuables. Pack sportswear for 

access to the fitness area. We recommend you bring 2 swimsuits for 

your comfort.

THALASSOTHERAPY CONTRAINDICATIONS
Absolute: uncontrolled heart or respiratory failure, infectious and 

contagious diseases, cancer that is being treated, serious psychiat-

ric disorders, acute neurological diseases, acute cardiovascular dis-

ease or recent surgery (within the past month), seeping dermatitis or 

wounds that have not healed.

Relative: current pregnancy (medical opinion required), cardiovascu-

lar disorders, venous disorders, neurological diseases, lack of autono-

my. The centre’s doctor is available for medical advice.

MEDICAL OPINION
Stays of more than 4 days do not include a medical consultation with 

our doctor. For safety and optimum well-being, a medical certificate 

stating you have no contraindications (dated within the past month) 

is required before you have any treatments. A consultation with our 

doctor (extra charge) may be necessary.

For Stopovers of 4 days or fewer, you will be asked to sign a medical 

consent form on arrival. 

GENERAL INFORMATION
�  To take full advantage of your time at the spa and select your choice 

of treatments, we recommend booking about 1 month in advance.

�  During your time with us, our customer relationship managers 

are available to provide any information you may need regarding 

your programme and the scheduling of your secondary activities 

(physical activity, beauty treatments and routines, massages, etc.).

�  The treatments in your programme are generally spread over 

alternating half-days, but can be planned over whole days, 

depending on the programme you choose. 

�   You will be charged for appointments cancelled less than 24 hours 

in advance. If you do not arrive for an appointment, you will be 

charged in full for the treatments you have booked.

�  The premises are accessible to people with reduced mobility.
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CONTACT

FOR TREATMENT STAYS  
WITH ACCOMMODATION

+33 (0)970 824 344 (non-premium rate call)

reservations.royalthalasso@groupebarriere.com

HÔTEL BARRIÈRE LE ROYAL LA BAULE

6, avenue Pierre Loti - 44500 La Baule, France

T +33 (0)2 40 11 48 48 - F +33 (0)2 40 11 48 45

Email: reception-royallabaule@groupebarriere.com

www.leroyal-labaule.com

FOR TREATMENT PACKAGES  
WITHOUT ACCOMMODATION

+33 (0)2 40 11 99 99
accueil-thalassolabaule@groupebarriere.com



AVENUE MARIE-LOUISE - 44500 LA BAULE

T +33 (0)2 40 11 99 99 - F +33 (0)2 40 60 55 17

accueil-thalassolabaule@groupebarriere.com

thalassoleroyal-labaule.com


